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"Ashocker!" 
The book that's causing the powers that be to re-open the Kennedy assassination investigation! 

Was Lee Harvey Oswald guilty of the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy?. 

"Presumed Guilty" traces and challenges the investigation from 
its initial organization to the construction of the final findings of 
the Warren Commission Report, which concluded that Lee 
Harvey Oswald. acting alocianed nar—qcninawd PrasklontKennody. 

As a result cf over eight years of careful research every shred of 
evidence including all of the commission's once-secret internal 
memos have been examined, all of which leads the author to the 
conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald was prejudged and that 
John F. Kennedy's murderer is still today a free man. 

• Includes previously secret and unpublished photos of 
medical and ballistic evidence 
• Every statement is substantiated by reference to public 
and secret Commission documents 

* Critical Acclaim: 

"The bock is a shocker... terribly engrossing 
reading!" 	—Howard Ball, author 
The Warren Court's Conceptions of Democracy 

"I am truly awedand full of admiration...The book 
is unquestIonably a major work of crucial, perhaps 
decisive, importance. The achievement is simply 
mcnurnentar 	—Sylvia Meagher. author 

Accessories After the Fact 
"Meticulously writteriand documented...valuable 

new insights ...espedally in the ballistics and 	• 
medical area!" 	—The Saturday Evening Post 

"The addition of some new findings... the author's 
clarity of style and logic of presentation... make 
Roffman's study more than a mere incremental 
addition to the voluminous literature. 

—LibraryJournal 

Waldenbooks 
Everything you want in a bookstore. 

Mats new in hooks? 
What's exciting and CUrrer.t? 
What's everybody reading? 
You'll find it all in your nearby 
Waldenbooks store We have a 
tremendous selection, literally 
thousands of titles. All awaiting you 
In a friendly. plefasant atmosphere 

L.-
that invites browsing Our people 
are cordial and knowledgeable,  

and they love to help. 
1 we happen not to have a boo.: 
you're looking for, well be happy 
to order it for you. 
wherever you are, there's a 
Waldenbooks store near you. 
So come in and have a browsing 
good time. See how true it is 
that Waldenbooks has everything 
soli want in a bookstore! 

New Yolk 
Nanuet Mall, Nanuet 
Smith Hawn Mat, Lake Grow. 
Kings Para ShopoIng Getter, Brooklyn 
Sunrise Mat, tylassarbecka 
Staten Wand Man, Staten island 
New Jersey 
Woodbridge Center. Woodbridge 
Manalacan Malt. EngIrsbown 
kwingszon Mat, LeAngston 
Monmouth attontcwn 
Wiliowbrook Melt Wayne 

Brunswick Square, East Brunswick 
Wayne Ms Mat Wayne 
Connecticut 
Trumbull Park S mobbing Center, Trumbull 
Lafayette Plaza Elm:gaup,/ 
Cnace Square Mali. New Haven 
Enlied Square, Enfield 
Menden Square Shopping Center, Menden 
Naugatuck Valley Mali, Waterbury 
Ridgeway Center Starniord 
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